
  

BERT & MAY GLAZED, ZELLIGE AND BEJMAT TILE INSTALLATION GUIDE 

  

This document is designed as a guidance note for certified trade 
professionals. Please note that it is essential to wear suitable protective 

eyewear and clothing when cutting or drying tiles.   

 

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS 

 

The manufacturer of the installation products we recommend is Fila. We 
have worked closely with the Fila Team to develop our guide using their 

products and our tiles. There are many other products on the market and 

before using we recommend contacting other manufacturers and 
ensuring the products are suitable and how to apply the products. Any 

products coming into contact with the tiles i.e., sealants, silicone, 
cleaning products or even foods can cause damage if acidic, pigmented or 

abrasive. 

 

CUTTING   

  

We recommend that a high-quality diamond cutter for Glazed tiles.  The 

cutting blade should be water suppressed to control dust and cool the 
blades. Whilst cutting or drilling tiles, the surface of the tile may become 

wet and/or dirty. Wipe the tile clean immediately after cutting.   

  

PRE-INSTALLATION PREPARATION   

  

Bert & May recommends that the tiles are the last material to be installed 
during a building project. Remove any dust gathered on the tiles to 

improve adherence. Before installing Glazed tiles, the surface must be 

clean, free from dust and moisture. 

  

INSTALLATION   

  

Apply adhesive to the floor using a notched trowel, working in small areas 

in parallel lines, spread only enough adhesive (we recommend Mapei 

https://www.filasolutions.com/eng/


Keraflex) that remains workable. We recommend using grout spacers with 
minimum 1mm between tiles, although the tiles can be butt jointed if 

required. However, if the tiles are being installed outside, we would 

recommend a minimum spacing of 2mm between tiles. Ensure the tiles 
are level by using a spirit level and do not step on the tiles for a least 6hrs 

(if using rapid set adhesive) or preferably overnight. The ambient 

temperature does affect the drying and curing times. The longer you can 

leave the tiles, the greater assurance you have that they have dried out. 

Please remember to protect your tiles from liquids and heavy foot traffic.   

  

 

 GROUTING   

  

We recommend using light coloured grout on light coloured tiles. If you do 
choose to use a dark grout, we recommend taking extra care to clean the 

surface of the tile throughout the grouting process. Ensure the surface of 

the tiles are free from dust and adhesive before you begin the grouting 
process.   

We recommend point grouting as spread grouting is likely to sit in the 
surface of the tiles, or a grouting gun can be used. Sponge the area to be 

grouted with clean water before applying the grout, working in small 

areas. Replace the water when needed, it is essential that the water and 
sponge is always clean. The tiles should be kept clean throughout the 

process, wiping off any excess grout before it has time to dry. Allow the 

grout to dry for 24 hours. 

Due to the handmade imperfect nature of the Zellige and Bejmat tiles, use 

enough grout to fill the imperfections to ensure it is waterproof on any 

exposed areas. 

  

CLEANING AND SEALING   

  

If necessary, clean the tiles after grouting using FILA PS87 DEGREASER. 

Dilute in water (1:5) and apply on the surface with a cloth. Leave to act for 

10 minutes before brushing with a soft nylon brush (avoid any metal-

based cleaning tools). Use a cloth or ‘aqua vac’ to remove residues and 

then wash the surface thoroughly again with clean water. Any stubborn 



residues can be cleaned with FILA DETERDEK PRO and a final rinse and 

buff of the tiles with clean water. Though Glazed, Zellige and Bejmat tiles 

do not require sealing, we do advise sealing the grout lines in a bathroom 

settings or around sinks to avoid staining or cracking of the grout over 

time. We recommend FILA MP90 ECO EXTREME for this.  

 

Bert & May recommend professional advice is sought from a certified 

trade professional.   

  

ONGOING MAINTENANCE   

  

We recommend for day-to-day cleaning of your tiles to use FILA CLEANER 

PRO, or PH neutral floor cleaners, avoiding anything too abrasive, acidic or 
bleach which can affect the sealer on the tiles.   

For a deep clean, FILAPS87 degreaser can be used. 

 

HEARTHS AND FIREPLACES  

Care should be taken when tiling into hearths or fire surrounds. Ensure 
that the tiles are kept a minimum of 300mm away from direct contact 
with the flames or the main heat source.  

 


